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Abstract  

 
The fourth industrial revolution (industry 4.0) is a term used to describe the ongoing transformation of business 
processes combined with the latest technologies that are changing the way businesses operate, leading to the faster, 
cheaper, and effective delivery of products and services. Different companies and countries are preparing for this 
revolution by developing Industry 4.0 strategies. To assist the companies seeking to adopt Industry 4.0 in manageable 
phases, the maturity models (MMs) were created and used. However, in the context of Industry 4.0, literature reviews 
indicate that the number of models has increased sharply in recent years. This paper aims to present and analyze the 
results of bibliometric analysis and systematic literature review, which highlight the recent developments in the field 
of Industry 4.0 MMs, with a focus on investigating the existing models, their types, levels, and dimensions. Based on 
our findings, we introduced the core dimensions of the MMs that will require more intensive efforts to set the ground 
for the transformation journey, utilizing the power of AI and machine learning. This work will enable the scientific 
community to investigate the publication hierarchy in this emerging filed, and it will serve as a starting point for future 
MMs developments. 
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1. Introduction 
The fourth industrial revolution, which is known as "industry 4.0" was coined by the German National Academy of 
Science and Engineering in 2011, to represent a proposed government-sponsored manufacturing digitalization project. 
However, industry 4.0 is focused on integrating a set of emerging technologies into industrial value chains to improve 
production efficiency, and make the product/service deliver faster, cheaper, more effective, and more sustainable that 
are consistent with the transformational goals. 
     
Different companies and countries are preparing for the fourth industrial revolution by developing Industry 4.0 
strategies, such as Germany's "Industry 4.0", China's "Made in China 2025", and the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 
"National Industrial Development & Logistics Program – Industry 4.0 Strategy”.  To assist the companies seeking to 
adopt Industry 4.0 in manageable phases, the Industry 4.0 maturity models were created and used. A maturity model 
is a tool that assists companies in determining their maturity level based on domain-specific dimensions and describing 
the roadmap to achieving the desired maturity level to meet the organization's transformation goals. Dimensions are 
categories of criteria within the company that the model considers in relation to Industry 4.0 concept – such as 
organization, technology, and so on. The number of stages that a company must go through before fully implementing 
Industry 4.0 is referred to as maturity levels. Each level of maturity has its own set of criteria. In the context of industry 
4.0, there are several maturity models developed by academia, industry, and governments where each model has 
different dimensions, sub-dimensions, and levels. The importance of industry 4.0 maturity models raised in recent 
years as they are providing the organizations with a broader understanding of industry 4.0 and implementation 
roadmap to be prepared for this revolution. 
 
1.1. Objectives  
The aim of this paper is to present a bibliometric analysis of the scientific publications and trends of maturity models 
in the context of Industry 4.0 and investigate the existing industry 4.0 maturity model, its types, levels, developers, 
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and dimensions with the help of a systematic literature review. In addition, we aim to introduce the core dimensions 
of Industry 4.0 based on the identified models, utilizing the power of AI and machine learning to assist companies in 
determining the core dimensions to establish and begin their transformation journey and get the benefits of Industry 
4.0. After that, pointing to future research needs, to identify the main dimensions of industry 4.0 regardless of the 
company size, industry, and geographical location to set the ground for the transformation journey. 
 
The organization of this paper is as follows: Section 2 describes the research method used; Section 3 presents the 
results of the bibliometric analysis, SLR and text clustering; Section 4 discusses the main findings of the study and 
their implications; Section 5 presents the final remarks of the paper and suggestions for future directions of research 
in the field of Industry 4.0 maturity models. 
 
2. Methods 
This research is the result of text clustering techniques, systematic literature review (SLR), and bibliometrics. Text 
clustering is an unsupervised machine learning algorithm that classifies a document collection into clusters based 
solely on the similarity relationship between documents in the collection. SLR is a type of analytic study that applies 
a structured methodology to identify, analyze, and interpret all available approaches to a specific research question. 
Bibliometrics, on the other hand, is a statical method for analyzing current trends in the literature in a specific area 
and providing guidelines and motivations for future research. 
 
Our review carries out a bibliometric analysis and SLR of industry 4.0 MMs research based on the research 
publications from Web of Science (WoS) during the year 2013–2021. With 1956 papers reviewed, 400 that met the 
review requirements were included and 1556 were excluded. For the bibliometric analysis, we used an open-source 
R-tool called bibliometrix. Furthermore, we used a data science platform called Rapidminer to build the machine 
leering model for text clustering.  
 
2.1. Planning the review 
This phase involves identifying the objectives of performing this study, which is to give researchers a clear and 
objective view of the current state of research on maturity models in the context of Industry 4.0.  
 
2.1.1. Research questions 
The guiding research questions for this systematic literature review are: 
RQ1: What are the thematic change and evolution of Industry 4.0 maturity models research? 
RQ2: What are the available industry 4.0 maturity models that have been developed by academia, industry, or 
governments? 
RQ3: What are the main dimensions of the identified industry 4.0 maturity models?  
 
2.1.2. Development and validation of the review protocol 
To define the search string, we selected a set of keywords from studies about industry 4.0 maturity models and matched 
them with our research questions. We also established synonyms and alternative spellings and optimized the keywords 
iteratively. We tested the set of keywords in different databases and refined it. Using Boolean operators to connect the 
keywords, we defined the following search string and inclusion criteria as shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Search boundaries and inclusion criteria 

 
 
2.2. Conducting the review 
Based on the above review protocol, we conducted the review process using the following steps illustrated in Figure 
1. Our search strategy included the following procedures: (i) searching and extracting the studies using the search 
string and published from 2013 to 2021 (ii) eliminating the duplicate studies; (iii) filtering publications using inclusion 
and exclusion criteria; (iv) filtering publications by title and abstract; (v) reading the selected papers; and (vi) 
extracting data and synthesizing the results. 
 

 
Figure 1. Strategy for search and filtering in the SLR 

3. Results  
Following the research objectives of this review paper, the bibliometric analysis, and the systematic literature review 
of targeted articles on Industry 4.0 maturity models highlights three main findings: the thematic change and evolution 
of Industry 4.0 maturity models research, listing of the different types of Industry 4.0 maturity models, and identifying 
the core dimensions of the identified models. These findings are further reiterated in this section. 
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3.1 Thematic Change and Evolution of Industry 4.0 MMs Research  
3.1.1. Research growth 
The increasing number of publications on the Web of Science database related to Industry 4.0 maturity models have 
been gaining rapid attention. Figure 2 shows the number of publications in Web of Science (WoS) database for each 
year from 2015 to 2021. The lowest number of publications came out in 2015 with 1 paper. Later, it increased 
exponentially till it reached the maximum of 696 in 2021. 
 
Figure 3 shows the average number of citations per year. The average number of citations hit its peak in 2016, with a 
mean total number of citations (TC) of 26.81 per year. In the following year, 2017, the average TC dropped to 14.71. 
Then, it fluctuates until 2020, which is because these publications are relatively newer, and their citation counts will 
surely rise in the coming years. 
 

 

 
Figure 2. Total number of publications in WoS 

 

 
Figure 3. Average number of citations per year 

 
3.1.2. Thematic Evolution and Research Trends 
The occurrence and co-occurrence of keywords can reflect themes focused in a special field to some extent. Figure 4 
shows the top 10 keywords with a high frequency of occurrence, which are framework (548), model (507), 
management (439), industry 4.0 (421), future (416), design (406), internet (242), systems (369), big data (281), system 
(271). The connected network of co-occurrence relationships among 50 keywords is visualized in Figure 5 using 
Louvain community detection method, which is a clustering algorithm that can quickly find clusters with high 
modularity in large networks. The keywords in the various clusters are coloured differently. The size of nodes can 
reflect the frequency of keywords: the larger the node, the higher the frequency of keywords. The closeness of 
connections between two keywords is proportional to the thickness of the line between them. The thinker lines between 
keywords like Industry 4.0 and framework, Internet, and things, and future and challenge, as shown in Figure 5, 
represent a closer relationship.  

Figure 4. Top 10 keywords with a high frequency of occurrence Figure 5. Keyword co-occurrence network 
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Figure 6. Thematic Revolution 

 
To discover the thematic change and evolution for industry 4.0 research field an analysis of the evolution of the themes 
detected over three periods from 2015-2022 based on their keywords. Figure 6 shows that the internet, industry 4.0, 
framework, and model are among the major thematic areas identified. Some thematic areas, such as the model and 
framework are present in the research over two periods, as shown in Figure 6. Some thematic areas, such as industry 
4.0 and future, appear in later periods. 

 
3.1.3. Productivity and Collaboration Networks of Authors, Countries, and Institutions 
Figure 7 is showing the 10 most productive authors with the highest citation impact. The highest contributor is XU 
X., who has an h-index of 13, followed by LIU C., LI D., LU Y., and WANG S. who have an h-index of 10, 9,9, and 
8, respectively. Five authors in the top ten list have the same h-index, which is 7. FRANK AG, IVANOV D, LI X, 
LIU Y, MUELLER JM, and WAN J are the authors. 
 
Scientific collaboration is a distinguishing feature of modern research, as more and more scholars work as part of 
teams rather than as individuals. To assess collaboration trends and to identify leading scientists, the authors were 
assessed in terms of their strong tendency for collaborating. Figure 8 illustrates the co-authorship network. Only the 
first 20 authors and at least one co-authored publication were considered, ensuring that only the strongest connections 
were represented. We presented three distinct author groups. Each of the two largest groups has four authors, followed 
by one group with two authors. 
 

 
Figure 7. Author local impact by H index 

 
Figure 8. Collaboration Network 
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Table 2 shows the top 20 most productive countries in terms of the number of publications and citations from WoS. 
However, China tops the list both in terms of both the total number of publications (TP) and the TC with 1177 
publications, followed by seven countries with more than 300 publications, which are Italy, India, UK, Spain, USA, 
Brazil, and Germany. On the other side, we can observe that the rank by the TC is totally different where the USA is 
in 2nd position instead of Italy, with 3775 citations, followed by Italy, Germany, Brazil, and UK with 2991, 2729, 
2321, and 1828 citations, respectively. 
 

Table 2. Top 20 countries publishing work on Industry 4.0 in WoS 

 
Figure 9 illustrates a more comprehensive view of collaboration among the first 20 countries. Furthermore, we used 
the community detection algorithm to find a group of countries with a similar collaboration pattern. However, we 
notice that there are two distinct communities. The first one shows that Chinese authors collaborated with researchers 
from the United Kingdom, the United States, India, Turkey, Korea, Pakistan, Australia and Malaysia. On the other 
hand, we noticed that the other community is connected to European countries, Canada, and Brazil, due mainly to 
their strong historical, cultural, economic, and political ties. 

 
Figure 9. Country collaboration network 

 
An in-depth analysis of the authors' affiliation demonstrates additional insights into the history and evolution of 
Industry 4.0. The top ten most productive Affiliations in terms of the number of publications are listed in Table 3. We 
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observe that three out of the top ten most productive universities are Chinese where China is the most productive 
country. On the other hand, we can see that two of the top ten institutions are in Italy, and one of them are in United 
Kingdom, both of which are in the top 20 countries in terms of the number of publications. Although New Zealand, 
Norway, and Hong Kong are not listed among the top 20 most productive countries, three universities located in these 
countries, are listed. 
 

Table 3. Top 10 most important institutions in terms of publications  
 

 
3.2 Listing the Different Types of Industry 4.0 Maturity Models 
Table 4 shows the results of our analysis of 32 Industry 4.0 maturity models. The majority of them were developed 
by academia (17), followed by industry (12), and governments (3), respectively. Furthermore, Germany is the leading 
player in the development of maturity models, with 9 of the 32 modes developed by the country. We can see that the 
manufacturing industry appears to be a major focus for the developers. There are 161 dimensions identified, as each 
model has its own set of dimensions. These dimensions are associated with various aspects of the business, such as 
processes, employees, technology, products/services, strategy, and so on. The models have either 4,5 or 6 maturity 
levels, with the majority of them (14) having five maturity stages. However, some of the developers did not share their 
maturity levels publicly.  
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Table 4. List of Industry 4.0 Maturity Models 
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3.3 The main dimensions of the identified industry 4.0 maturity models 
The identified models have a huge number of dimensions (161) for measuring Industry 4.0 maturity, making it 
challenging for companies to figure out which are the most important to consider when starting their transformation 
journey. In order to tone down the volume of the models' dimensions and easily understand the broader spectrum, we 
used the power of machine learning and natural language processing to group a set of dimensions in such a way that 
dimensions in the same group are more similar to each other than dimensions in other groups. Figure 10 illustrates the 
general framework for text clustering: 

 
Figure 10. The main framework for text clustering system by (Liu et al., 2012), recreated for this paper. 

 
The text clustering algorithm goes through five stages presented in Table 5, as follow: (i) Get the Text Data; (ii) 
Text Processing; (iii) Vectorization (TF-IDF); (iv) K-Means Clustering; and (v) Find the Optimal Number of 
Clusters. 
 

Table 5. Text clustering algorithm stages 
 

 
In order to get the optimal number of clusters (k), we compute different values for k from 1 to 20 and calculate the 
average distance within a cluster. After that, we plot the curve shown in Figure 11. When k = 7, the slope of the graph 
starts to get more stable, making it an appropriate candidate parameter for clustering the data.  
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Figure 11. Elbow graph for k-means clustering. 

 
Figure 12 shows the seven clusters that were created. Each cluster has a different number of dimensions grouped, as 
can be seen. Cluster 0 has four dimensions, cluster 1 has seven dimensions, cluster 2 has six, and etc. However, the 
centroid or main maturity dimensions for each cluster can be highlighted as follows: Cluster 0 : digital,  integration 
,and manufacturing;  Cluster 1: value, smart,  and product; Cluster 2: supply, chain, and legal; Cluster 3: data , 
business, people ; Cluster 4: management, employee, and factory; Cluster 5: culture, customer, strategy; Cluster 6: 
process, organization, technology. We can observe that some dimensions have the same meaning (synonym) but 
different words such as people and employee, factory and manufacturing.Thus, it mapped to different clusters.       
 

 
Figure 12. The seven clusters for the maturity models' dimensions 

4. Discussion 
This study presented significant findings that delineate how the development of maturity models to support industry 
4.0 adoption has progressed in the last decade. In this discussion, we highlight the significance of the main findings 
identified, comparing the evolution of the field, primary contributions, and research directions to address gaps 
identified. This section will lead the discussion in the same order as the research questions listed. 
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4.1 RQ1: What are the thematic change and evolution of Industry 4.0 maturity models research? 
In this paper, a detailed bibliometric analysis in the emerging field of Industry 4.0 maturity models has been conducted. 
WoS was used to conduct the quantitative analysis for 1,956 publications. the number of publications reaches the 
maximum in 2021. Furthermore, the connected network of co-occurrence relationships among 50 keywords is 
visualized. Additionally, an analysis of the evolution of the themes detected over three periods from 2015-2022 based 
on their keywords. Productivity and collaboration Networks of authors, countries, and institutions analyzed. The 
structure of the publications on maturity models in the context of Industry 4.0 was revealed through bibliometric 
analysis in this paper. This is a highly needed study for an emerging field like Industry 4.0, as it will allow the scientific 
community to investigate the publication hierarchy in this area. 
 
4.2 RQ2: What is the available industry 4.0 maturity models that have been developed by academia, 
industry, or governments? 
The developer origin country, developer type (industry/academic/governments), dimensions, and maturity levels of 
32 industry maturity models are presented and analyzed. Most of the models were created by academics. In addition, 
Germany is a pioneer in the development of maturity models. The manufacturing industry is the most important in 
terms of industry. A total of 161 dimensions have been identified. Furthermore, the majority of the models have five 
levels of maturity. This review can be used as a starting point for future maturity model developments in Industry 4.0. 
 
4.3 RQ3: What are the main dimensions of the identified industry 4.0 maturity models? 
In this paper, we toned down the volume of the maturity models' dimensions by utilizing the power of AI and machine 
learning to enable companies seeking to adopt Industry 4.0 to easily understand the broader spectrum of this industrial 
revolution. We created the clusters using the k-means clustering algorithm, which grouped the similar models’ 
dimensions, resulting in a reduction of 161 dimensions. The main dimensions extracted from the clustering are digital 
integration, manufacturing/factory, smart products, value chain, supply chain, legal, data, people/employee, business, 
management, culture, strategy, customer, organization, process, and technology. We observe that some dimensions 
like people and employees have the same meaning (synonym) but different words. Thus, it is mapped to different 
clusters. To eliminate the duplication of dimensions in the clusters we suggest extracting the synonyms and replacing 
the words with their common synonyms before going through the clustering process. 
 
5. Conclusion  
This review aimed to show how the development of maturity models in the context of industry 4.0 has progressed in 
the last decade. In addition, the thematic change and evolution of the research field are highlighted. To identify which 
models, show the greatest potential for implementation in industry 4.0 readiness and maturity, 32 different maturity 
models with a total of 161 dimensions have been identified and analyzed utilizing a set of predefined attributes such 
as origin country, industry scope, dimensions, maturity levels, and developer type. Our findings show a growing 
interest in the subject during the review period. To assist the companies in determining the core dimensions out of the 
161 dimensions identified, AI and machine learning are used to propose the main dimensions of the identified models 
that will assist the companies to establish and start their transformation journey and get the benefits of Industry 4.0. 
As part of future work, it is planned to use advanced methods to identify the core capabilities that are necessary for 
any company to remain competitive within this industrial revolution regardless of its size, industry, and geographical 
location.   
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